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Translation of the rat thoracic contusion model;
part 1—supraspinally versus spinally mediated pain-like
responses and spasticity

S van Gorp1,2, R Deumens3, M Leerink2, S Nguyen2, EA Joosten1 and M Marsala2

Study design: Experimental animal study.
Objectives: Stimulus-evoked below-level paw withdrawals in animal models of spinal cord injury (SCI) can be mediated solely by
below-level spinal cord reflexes. Interpreting lowered thresholds for such responses as a model for chronic below-level pain after
(thoracic contusion) SCI appears not appropriate, which requires reinterpretation of many prior results. However, how to reinterpret the
changes in withdrawal thresholds and what can be a better alternative for pain/sensory assessments remains unclear.
Setting: University of California, San Diego.
Methods: We introduce a method using supraspinally mediated escape responses to assess pain-like sensitivity thresholds on a
continuous/linear scale. To further understand the decrease in hindpaw withdrawal thresholds, we investigated whether they may be
interpreted as spasticity.
Results: The escape response test can be used to assess SCI-induced changes in below-level sensory thresholds. These thresholds
were found to increase soon after moderate or severe SCI, while, in parallel, hindpaw withdrawal thresholds decreased. However, the
latter did not co-occur with spasticity, suggesting that SCI-induced increased withdrawal responses are probably best interpreted as a
form of hyperreflexia with pathophysiological analogies of spasms and/or clonus, or a species-specific phenomenon.
Conclusion: Decreased below-level withdrawal thresholds do not reflect pain-like hypersensitivity in rodent models of (thoracic
contusion) SCI. A large body of previous preclinical SCI pain research needs reinterpretation. We actually found below-level thermal
and mechanical hypoesthesia and we also excluded a relation between withdrawal hyperreflexia and spasticity. Withdrawal
hyperreflexia might still prove useful to model spasms or clonus, which are, like hypoesthesia, also significant clinical problems
after SCI.
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INTRODUCTION

Central neuropathic pain after spinal cord injury (SCI) represents a
prevalent, chronic, severe, difficult to treat and poorly understood
clinical problem. On the basis of the likelihood of a difference in pain
mechanisms, chronic neuropathic pain after SCI can be roughly
divided into pain that is projecting either at or below the regions
innervated from the spinal level of SCI (at-level or below-level pain).1

Both types are difficult to model in animal models, with below-level
pain probably being the most challenging.2,3 In animal SCI pain
models, pain is often investigated by determining hypersensitivity, as
is mostly done in dermatomes below the level of injury.4–6 Changes in
below-level responses occur almost immediately after rodent SCI and
remain for months.7 Typically, a decreased hindpaw withdrawal
threshold to stimuli is observed and considered to reflect a central
neuropathic below-level chronic pain state. In contrast, human SCI
patients with below-level central neuropathic pain typically present
themselves months after injury and with increased below-level sensory
thresholds (with, in some cases, the possible exceptions of prodromal
hypersensitivity to cold or dynamic mechanical stimuli).8–11

The question arises whether the below-level withdrawal responses

(BL-WRs) in SCI rats can be interpreted as part of a chronic
neuropathic pain syndrome. Indeed, a landmark study on SCI pain
in thoracic contused rats was able to show that a reduction in the
threshold for BL-WRs can present itself without escape/avoidance
behavior to those same stimuli.3 Thus, reduced paw withdrawal
thresholds do not necessarily implicate an increased aversion to the
stimulus. Furthermore, a significantly reduced brain activity, which
was evoked by electrical stimulation of skin corresponding to below-
level dermatomes, in similar (but anesthetized) SCI rats has been
reported, which actually implicates a state of hypoesthesia, not
hyperesthesia.12 Thus, BL-WRs are probably due to autonomic
spinal hyperreflexia and may not be perceived consciously at all.
However, the method used to show the lack of aversion to below-level
stimuli in rats as done in the study mentioned above3 is not designed
for assessment of pain thresholds on a continuous scale, as aversion to
only a single stimulus size can be tested in each session (that is, a
dichotomous scale).
Therefore, in the first part of this study we tested a combination of

existing paradigms in which sensitivity thresholds for below-level
evoked thermal and mechanical stimuli are not assessed with
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BL-WRs, but with supraspinally mediated above-level escape
responses (AL-ERs),3,13–17 to see how they relate to the develop-
ment of BL-WRs. AL-ER thresholds or latencies are defined as force
(mechanical) or time (heat) required to elicit (1) escape or struggling
behavior or (2) vocalization. The possibility to behaviorally quantify
below-level sensitivity not only allows for a better interpretation of
(sensory-feedback-dependent) motor tests, but also allows evaluations
of therapy efficacy on sensory function, including hypoesthesia and
hypersensitivity.
Furthermore, BL-WRs have been postulated to relate to another

clinical problem in SCI patients; that is, the spastic syndrome.3 This
spastic syndrome does not occur as it does in human patients, in
whom often the most evident feature of the spastic syndrome is
increased muscle resistance/activity (that is, spasticity). However,
spasticity in its most common and narrow definition, is defined as
a velocity-dependent increase in muscle activity after tonic passive
stretch (stretch hyperreflexia). Thus, such spasticity (and other reflex-
like features of the spastic syndrome, such as spasms or clonus) can be
easily overlooked in rats, as increases in spastic syndrome related
muscle activity only needs to occur, or becomes more evident, after
being evoked (for example, by stretch). Therefore, in the present
study, we also investigate whether spasticity, defined as stretch/
proprioceptive hyperreflexia,18 coincides with the nociceptive
hyperreflexia seen with BL-WRs in SCI rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and surgeries
We certify that all applicable institutional and governmental regulations

concerning the ethical use of animals were followed during the course of this

research. All animal studies were approved by the University of California, San

Diego institutional animal care and use committee. Twenty-two 12 weeks old

female Sprague–Dawley rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (5% induction,

2% maintenance; room air), placed on a Stereotaxic frame (Stoelting, Cat no.

51600 with Cat no. 51695, Wood Dale, IL, USA) and maintained at a core

temperature of 37±0.3 1C using a heating blanket. A Th9 laminectomy was

performed using a dental drill. The MASCIS/NYU apparatus (WM Keck

Center for Collaborative Neuroscience, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ,

USA) was used for SCI. The laminectomy site was filled with mineral oil in

which the tip of a small thermocouple (Physitemp, Cat no. IT-14, Clifton, NJ,

USA) was submerged and used to manually keep the spinal cord at 37±0.3 1C

with warmth from surgical lights (Fiber-Lite, Cat no. MI-150 and BGG1823M,

Dolan-Jenner, Boxborough, MA, USA). Next, oil and lamps were removed and

the rod dropped using a height of 6.25 (mild SCI, n¼ 7), 12.5 (moderate SCI,

n¼ 5) or 25mm (severe SCI, n¼ 5). Five sham-operated animals were

included.

Surgeries were performed in a mixed-group fashion. Group designation was

not known by the experimenters doing behavioral testing. SvG performed all

behavioral testing. ML and SN were furthermore involved in Basso, Beattie and

Bresnahan (BBB) scoring.

Post-surgical care
Animals were housed on corn cob bedding, with water and food pellets

(Cat no. Teklad 2014, Harlan, KY, USA) ad libitum, in a regular 12/12 h light/

dark cycle, with a maximum of three animals per cage and in a mixed-group

fashion. Buprenorphine (0.05mgkg�1, subcutaneously, Reckitt Benckiser,

Richmond, VA, USA), 5ml of Lactated ringer and 10mg kg�1 of Cefazolin

(Novaplus/Sandoz, Holzkirchen, Germany) was given after surgery. Bladders

were emptied manually twice daily. Sulfamethoxazole and Trimethoprim USP

(200mg and 40mg per 250ml drinking water, Hi-Tech Pharmacal, Amityville,

NY, USA) were given for at least 10 days or until autonomic bladder voiding

occurred. Any ill-appearing animals received additional days of above-

mentioned antibiotic treatments.

Open-field locomotion testing
Locomotion recovery after SCI was monitored using a rating scale based on the

BBB open-field locomotor rating scale (0 to 21), as described by Basso

et al.19,20

Sensory testing
Hindpaw withdrawal response thresholds (dorsally applied von Frey filaments;

see below, this section) and supraspinally mediated AL-ER thresholds were

assessed. An AL-ER is defined as an escape-attempt of the animal from the

investigator’s loose, but fully supportive, grip (Figure 1) and has to include the

elaborate use of its front paws or a vocalization. The applied stimuli were either

a gradually increasing force to the hindpaws (using the Analgesy-Meter; Cat

no. 37215, Ugo-Basile, Collegeville, PA, USA), or a constant heat stimulus

(intensity 17, cutoff at 30 s) to the hindpaws (using a constant infrared heat

source; Cat no. 37360, Ugo-Basile, Collegeville, PA, USA). The hindpaw tested

was gently restrained by the investigator to prevent reflex-related paw with-

drawal (Figure 1).

For the AL-ER tests, both hindpaws were tested four times, alternately, for

each test, with a testing interval of 1–2 h and maximally four measurements

per day. Maximum cutoff values for the stimuli were chosen at approximately

two times the response threshold of uninjured animals (to prevent tissue

damage). Before (7 days) and during the entire experimental period (5 days a

week), the animals were extensively habituated to the experimenter in such a

way that the animals could be (loosely) held upright during all sensory

assessments. Habituation consisted of picking up the animal and holding/

handling it twice daily for 3–5min. During habituation, the animals were also

presented to the test setup, as if they were tested, but without the application of

mechanical or thermal stimuli (the testing devices were switched on and

operated during habituation, to acclimatize the animals to any noise of each

device when operated).

To determine the hindpaw withdrawal thresholds (von Frey monofilaments

0.4, 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 26, 60, 100 g, up-down method15), the animals were also held

loosely and in an upright position, to circumvent the requirement of weight

support.4,14

Figure 1 Schematic of above-level escape response (AL-ER) testing upon

below-level stimulation. Shown is the way in which the animals were held

for the AL-ER testing upon hindpaw stimulation with a mechanical (black

arrow, dorsal) or a thermal (gray arrow, plantar) stimulus. The animals were

loosely held so that animals could escape from the investigator’s grip. An

AL-ER refers to escape behavior elicited by structures innervated above the

level of injury used. Here, we used a thoracic injury; hence, AL-ERs were

defined as the transition of a calm state to a state of fleeing/distress, as

defined by activation of frontlimbs, shoulder/neck/head area and/or

vocalization. Per time point, the hindpaws were tested in an alternating

manner at 1–2h intervals for up to a total of four times per paw for each

stimulus.
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Assessment of stretch-induced muscle resistance
Peripheral muscle resistance to stretch was measured using a previously

described spasticity meter.18 Briefly, animals were placed in a restrainer

and a hindpaw was taped to a metal plate driven by a computer-controlled

stepper motor. The resistance of the ankle to dorsiflexion was measured during

stepper motor-driven ankle flexion (401), and always in conjunction with the

electromyography (EMG) of the ipsilateral m.gastrocnemius (described below,

this section). Resistance was measured in awake animals using medium, fast

and slow ankle rotation speeds (that is, 401 in 0.5, 0.25 and 1 s, respectively).

Consecutively, the muscle resistance was measured in anesthetized animals (at

medium speed), to identify the mechanical (vs the neurogenic, isoflurane-

sensitive) component of measured ankle resistance. Hence, active muscle

resistance could be computed (resistance when awake minus resistance when

anesthetized). Also, spastic components of muscle resistance could be detected,

as spasticity is velocity dependent. To record the EMG activity, a pair of

tungsten electrodes was inserted percutaneously into the gastrocnemius muscle

1 cm apart. EMG signals were bandpass filtered (100Hz to 10kHz) and

recorded before, during and after ankle dorsiflexion. For the detection of

spasticity (i.e. rotation-induced EMG amplitude increases) only EMG data

from the fast ankle rotation measurements were used. Average EMG

amplitudes were calculated for the 2 s before ankle rotation, and a period of

0.20 s in which the maximal ankle rotation was achieved. Each recorded value

was the average of three repetitions.

Statistical analyses
Results were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA; one-way, or

two-way group� time repeated measures, using a fixed-effect model), with a

Bonferroni post hoc test for multiple comparisons (GraphPad Prism, La Jolla,

CA, USA). Unequal variances were not observed. Results are analyzed as

two-tailed and expressed with s.e.m., unless specified otherwise. A P-value of

0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Behavioral description and confirmation of differences in injury
severities
SCIs induced with the validated MASCIS/NYU apparatus, using
6.25mm, 12.5mm and 25mm impact/drop height settings, resulted
in significantly different injury severities as assessed with the widely
used BBB locomotor score (variation between any two experimental
groups; Bonferroni; Pp0.04; Figure 2a). Trends in differences
between BBB scores are similar to the ones reported originally,
indicating a similar extent of the injuries.19,20 Weight support (that is,
BBB score X9) was absent in moderate SCI animals before the 3
weeks assessment and remained absent in most severe SCI animals.

Below-level dorsal hindpaw withdrawal thresholds decrease quickly
after moderate and severe SCI
Graded SCI resulted in a decreased hindpaw withdrawal threshold in
the moderate and severely injured groups (that is, 12.5 and 25mm
weight drop groups), when compared with the sham-operated group
(repeated measures ANOVA; Po0.0001; Figure 2b). However, mild
injury (6.25mm) did not give significant threshold changes in
comparison with sham-operated animals (P¼ 0.21). No significant
differences were present between moderate and severe SCI.

Thresholds for below-level evoked AL-ERs increase after moderate
and severe SCI
Using supraspinally mediated AL-ERs, the below-level sensitivity
thresholds were assessed. AL-ER thresholds for mechanical stimuli
changed only for moderate and severe SCI, when compared with
sham-operated animals (repeated measures ANOVA; Po0.001;
Figure 2c). Testing was somewhat difficult owing to pronounced
bilateral and complex hind limb motor activity (that is, jumping/

kicking-like behavior), but AL-ER thresholds after moderate SCI were
noted to increase for thermal stimuli (Po0.001; Figure 2d); yet, it was
impossible to confidently assess thermal AL-ER thresholds in the
severe SCI rats. This complex motor response to stimuli was present
even in the acute SCI phase, in which stepping was absent during
open-field testing.

SCI-induced decrease of hindpaw withdrawal thresholds occurs
independent of stretch hyperreflexia
Analysis of active muscle resistance in the gastrocnemius muscle upon
ankle rotations to assess stretch hyperreflexia, a measure of spasticity,
showed no difference between experimental groups at any rotation
speed (One-way ANOVAs; PX0.63) nor at any time point measured
(that is, at 1, 3 and 6 weeks after injury; P¼ 0.94, P¼ 0.92 and
P¼ 0.88, respectively; Figure 2e shows active muscle resistance at six
weeks). Also, ankle rotations m.gastrocnemius EMG amplitudes did
not increase in any of the experimental groups, when compared with
their resting stages (relative values; fastest ankle rotation speed: sham,
mild, moderate and severe SCI groups; Student’s t-tests; P¼ 0.75,
P¼ 0.82, P¼ 0.48 and P¼ 0.25, respectively).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show that thresholds for below-level sensitivity
increase after moderate and severe SCI (assessed with AL-ER thresh-
olds for both thermal and mechanical stimuli) during the first 6 weeks
after SCI. This makes the AL-ER test a promising test for SCI
therapy evaluations, as it is in line with a largely understudied
clinical problem after SCI (chronic hypoesthesia) and allows
detection of changes in sensory function on a continuous/linear
scale (for example, improvements of hypoesthesia or an onset of
hypersensitivity).
In sharp contrast to the AL-ERs, the BL-WR thresholds decreased,

indicating a limited correlation of BL-WR with pain perception. This
has important implications for the interpretation of most preclinical
rodent SCI pain studies, as pain actually was not studied.4–6

Furthermore, the AL-ER test revealed forceful bilateral hindpaw
motor ability (kicking/jumping) upon modest sensory stimulation
of a single hindpaw, even when SCI animals were still unable to
support their bodyweight during locomotion. The latter is in line
with observations that complex BL-WR can also be evoked in
complete spinal cord-transected animals, even within hours after
injury.21 Hence, one explanation for the origin of increased
withdrawal reflexes might be that the moderate and severe injuries
uncouple an intrinsic spinal autonomous sensorimotor circuit from
its supraspinal descending inhibition/regulation. This circuit might be
a part of what is known as the central pattern generator, which is
located in the lumbar rat spinal cord. The latter may then explain why
mostly thoracic injuries are used to study BL-WRs.
Importantly, however, it remains an unanswered question to what

extent AL-ERs help represent a clinical problem (that is, hypoesthesia
or hypersensitivity). It is unclear whether improvements in AL-ERs
represent a consciously perceivable improvement. Although AL-ERs
are supraspinally mediated (strictly speaking they are above-level
mediated), they should be carefully interpreted as AL-ERs reflect
supraspinal responses, which do not necessarily require cortical
processing and could thus merely be brainstem mediated reflexes
and remain unrelated to the experience of pain.22 In this context, it
also needs to be stressed that cortical/supraspinal processes by
themselves can be important modulators of the pain experience.
The observed nociception-evoked hyperreflexia is different from

the clinical reflex-like problem spasticity, as it did not coincide with
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increased (stretch evoked) muscle activity. Nonetheless, both the
spastic syndrome in humans and the decreased BL-WR thresholds in
SCI rats respond to baclofen (a gamma-aminobutyric acid type B
receptor agonist) treatment, while central neuropathic pain in
humans hardly responds to this treatment, if at all.23 The spastic
syndrome, however, consists of an array of only partly overlapping
‘positive signs’ of the upper motor neuron syndrome, which includes
not only spasticity, but also spasms, pathological reflexes, clonus,
hypertonia and dystonia (whereas its ‘negative signs’ relate to the loss
of motor control). The hindpaw hyperreflexia as seen in the current
study/model (that is, complex hindpaw motor activity upon sensory
stimulation in paraplegic rats) could still correspond well to the
spastic syndrome, as observed in human SCI patients, as it shows
similarities to, for instance, spasms or clonus. The latter has
similarities with the withdrawal responses in terms of the

rhythmicity and a fading ending, although clonus is classically
elicited through stretch receptors not nociception.
When compared with humans,24 it is remarkable that rats with

moderate (or even severe) SCI show a high degree of motor function
as well as complex below-level paw withdrawal behavior, but still have
poor below-level perception. In addition, rat SCI results in vastly
fewer cases of spasticity and less pronounced spinal shock phases.25,26

Apparently, interspecies differences in the degree of spinal autonomy
(supraspinal involvement) for locomotion function do exist. A strong
complex autonomic sensorimotor function seems to be present in the
rodent spinal cord, which could be the central pattern generator. This
poses difficulties not only for interpreting sensory function, but also
for the evaluation and translation of conscious and voluntary motor
and locomotor function in rodent/quadruped SCI models (also see
our other manuscript).27,28

Figure 2 Differences in spinal and supraspinal pain-like responses and spasticity after thoracic SCI. (a) Classical open-field Basso, Beattie and Bresnahan

(BBB) locomotor scores of sham, mild, moderate and severe SCI groups. (b) Using the up-down method to the dorsal aspect of the hindpaws decreases in

below-level withdrawal responses were observed in SCI animals. Compared with sham-operated animals, only moderate and severe SCI animals showed a

significant decrease in hindpaw withdrawal thresholds (repeated measures analysis of variance; Po0.001). (c, d) In contrast to below-level withdrawal

responses, pain perception/above-level escape responses thresholds to below-level mechanical (c) and thermal (d) stimuli increased in animals with a

moderate or severe SCI (repeated measures analysis of variance; Po0.001). (e) The occurrence of below-level paw withdrawal hyperreflexia did not coincide

with stretch-evoked muscle activity, as no increases in (active) muscle resistance were noted in any SCI group up to the end of the study (that is, 6 weeks

post injury).
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In summary, nociception-evoked hindpaw hyperreflexia as
observed in rat (thoracic contusion) SCI has, on one hand, a
debatable clinical relevance as it does not correlate with hypersensi-
tivity or spasticity and could be solely due to species-specific proper-
ties of spinal function, but, on the other hand, resembles (and can
probably be best interpreted as) spasms and/or clonus, as also seen in
human SCI patients. These findings suggest that many conclusions
that were based on the study of below-level paw withdrawal
hyperreflexia in SCI rats require careful reevaluation.
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